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Lauren Cruz 10.02.2015
[LINDSTADT BROTHERS COLLECTION #37]
[Page 1 – Envelope]
Pvt V. T. Lindstadt
U.S.A.

Soldiers Mail.
[[Image: faded U.S. Army postal stamp,
obscuring mailing address, typed print
“U.S. ARMY POST [?]” circling date,
which is too faded to read]]
Miss [Clara] Lindstadt
1101 A[rch] St.
Burlington Iowa
U.S.A.

[[Image: purple censor’s stamp: Print text
“A.E.F. PASSED AS CENSORED [star] A.311[1] [star]”
circling image of United States Seal. Stamp is obscured
by Censor’s signature:]] R[oy?] B[?]iler
[Ce?]o lt C[?]

Lauren Cruz 10.02.2015
[Page 2 – First of 2 Letters enclosed]
[[Image: Red castle with three towers, above print text:
“THIRTY-THIRD ENGINEERS”]]
Aug. 18, 1918.
Dear Sis.
Just a few lines to
tell you I am still somewhere
in France and am enjoying
good health, and I hope you
folks are the same. This is
Sunday and am taking things
easy so I thought I would
write a few lines. I want to
say that this is some
Country, and by the looks of
things they are far behind
the U.S.A. in many things.
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[Page 3 – Letter 1 of 2 continued]
2

(3)

I had a ride on one of these

that he was going to try to

trains, and believe me it was

get you folks to move out [[superscript]] of

no pleasure trip. The locomotives

there [[/superscript]] and

and cars are so small that

stay with him. I think it

they resemble a string of popcorn

would be fine if you and Ma

wagons. The buildings in these

would go there until we get back,

small towns are all built of stone

for it wouldn’t be so lonesome

and the streets are so narrow

for you folks. Say Sis, If I get

that you can jump from one

back old Iowa will suit me

building over to the other.

first straight.

Well Sis to change the

Well Sis to change the subject

subject I received a letter from

you will find a souvenier [sic] in

Bob, sent from Camp Pike and

this letter, one for you and Ma.

I sure was surprised to hear
from him [[image: marked-out letter]].
Minnie sent me
some clippings with a list of
all that were going on the next

I will send Elmer something
pretty soon, when I can find
something suitable, so let me
know if you receive this.
Your Bro.

draft and I suppose there isn’t

Pvt. V.T. Lindstadt

many left in the old Burg now.

Co E 33rd Engrs.

I received a letter from
Ed [&] Ida and Ed was saying

American E.F.
A.P.O 731
Write soon, and I wish you would
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[Page 4 – Letter 1 of 2 continued]
send me some old newspapers to
read.
P.S. I hope this finds you all
well and happy.
[Censor’s hand:] O.K.
John L Mahn
1[[underscore]] st [[/underscore]] [[Image: stamp of red text: “Lt. Engr. R. C.”]]

Lauren Cruz 10.02.2015
[Page 5 – Second of 2 letters enclosed]
[[Image: Red castle with three towers, above print text:
“THIRTY-THIRD ENGINEERS”]]
Sept. 28, 1918.
Dear Sis,
Just a few lines to tell
you, I received your most welcome
letter, and am answering it
immediately, I am sure glad
to hear from home, for it takes
so long for mail to reach me
here, and I wish there were
more of them. I have received
some letters from Bob, and he
expects to be over soon, so I will
try to get in touch with him.
I presume he is anxious to
get [[underscore]] Over [[/underscore]], and I know he will
have some experience, especially
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(2)

(3)

if he gets Seasick, for he will

Well Sis, to change the

feed the fish and that is not

subject, I don’t think you

much fun. Well Sis, to change

can send me anything tho [sic]

the subject I am situated in

I would sure be glad to get

a pretty fair place, but it has

candy, cake or some [[underscore]] good

been rather wet and muddy for

cigars [[/underscore]]

some time. This is Sunny

from home, because the stuff

France but it has not lived up

might get spoiled in transit

to its name lately, for you seldom

and then I have heard that

see the Sun. Autumn is here, so

no Xmas gifts can even be

we can look for bad weather any

sent so I guess were [sic] out of

time. Tomorrow is Sunday and

luck. Well Sis, I am glad that

I hope the weather is nice for

you have a service flag, tho [sic] I

I suppose I will go to the

guess there is one in every home.

village. These villages are some

Say Sis, I wish you would

old and there sure is a bunch

let me know if Elmer will be

of them, and are pretty close

called, for I am anxious to

together. Things are pretty

know all about it. Well if he

expensive here and are not of

goes, you will just add another

the best so I am getting to

star to the flag and with

be a miser when it comes to

four in the service it will

holding on to my [[underscore] Francs

sure loom up. Well Sis as

[[/underscore]].

I am out of news I will
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[Page 7 – Letter 2 of 2 continued]
proceed to close for this time
hoping you are all well.
V.T. Lindstadt
Co E. 33rd Engrs.
Am. E.F.
P.S. Write soon and let me
know how the Burg family
is getting along.
P.S. Don’t worry, for I am
in the best of health to date.
P.S. Will try to write once
a week. Give my best regards
to the Carson family and the
rest of the household.
P.S. Hope to receive more
newspaper clippings. [Censor’s hand, in green:] OK
Lt. J. M. McKear
C of E USA

Lauren Cruz 10.02.2015

[Page 8 is a Newspaper Clipping with a short war poem]
[Pages 9 and 10 are a Physical Condition Chart/Questionnaire, not filled in/completed]
[Pages 11 and 12 are an Advertisement from James J. Corbett for his Corbett System training
program, containing a printed testimonial from a participant and a signed typed letter from
Corbett, offering a full refund if the training program does not produce desired results upon
completion]

